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Focus

By Dario Thuburn

Britain and the United States have
announced bans on laptops and
tablet computers from the cabin on

flights from several Middle East and North
African nations. The restrictions are differ-
ent in the two countries and only Britain
specified the maximum size of device
allowed — 16 by 9.3 centimeters (6.3 by 3.7
inches). Canadian and French officials are
considering whether to impose similar
measures, but Germany, Australia and New
Zealand said they are not currently mulling
a ban. Here is what we know so far:

Airports affected 
The US ban applies to flights from 10 air-

ports in eight countries. The airports affect-
ed are: Ataturk in Istanbul, Turkey; Cairo
International in Egypt; Dubai and Abu
Dhabi in the United Arab Emirates; Hamad
International in Doha, Qatar; King
Abdulaziz International in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia; King Khalid International in Riyadh,

Saudi Arabia; Mohammed V International in
Casablanca, Morocco; Kuwait International;
Queen Alia International in Amman,
Jordan. The British ban affects all the air-
ports in six countries-Egypt, Jordan,
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and Turkey.

Banned devices   
Britain said it would be banning

“phones, laptops or tablets larger than a
normal-sized mobile or smartphone” from
direct inbound flights from the countries
named. It specified that the ban would
apply to devices bigger than 16 centime-
ters in length, 9.3 cm wide and 1.5 cm
thick-smaller than some e-readers like
Kindles. The United States said its ban
applied to all electronic devices larger than
an average-sized mobile phone, including
game consoles.

Affected airlines    
Since US airlines do not have direct

flights from the airports affected, its ban
affects nine non-US airlines: EgyptAir,

Emirates and Etihad Airways, Kuwait
Airways,Royal Air Maroc, Royal Jordanian,
Qatar Airways, Saudi Airlines and Turkish
Airlines. The British ban affects six British
airlines, including charters-British Airways,
EasyJet, Jet2.com, Monarch, Thomas Cook
and Thomson. It also impacts eight foreign
carriers, including Egyptair,  Royal
Jordanian, Tunis Air and Turkish Airlines.

Timing of bans
Airlines in the United States have been

given 96 hours, from 3:00 am (0700 GMT)
on Tuesday, to inform travelers. Officials
were not able to say when the order would
end. The British ban should come into
effect “in the coming days,” a Downing
Street spokesman told the domestic Press
Association news agency yesterday. But no
actual start date was given.

Why impose bans?
Officials in both Britain and the United

States would not give any details on what
exactly prompted the bans.  The US

Department of Homeland Security, how-
ever, said extremists were seeking “innova-
tive methods” to attack jets. It cited an
incident in Somalia in February last year in
which the Shabaab insurgent group said it
had managed to place a bomb in a plane
leaving Mogadishu for Djibouti .  The
device exploded shortly after takeoff, rip-
ping a hole in the plane’s side, but killed
only the suspected bomber before the air-
craft landed safely. 

American authorities also cited the
downing of a Russian airliner in Egypt in
2015, as well as attacks at airports in
Brussels and Istanbul.  A government
source in London only said Britain was
“privy to the same intelligence” as the
United States. British Transport Minister
Chris Grayling said: “We face a constant-
ly evolving threat from terrorism and
must respond accordingly.” CNN quoted
a US of f ic ia l  as  say ing the  ban was
believed to be related to a threat posed
by Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula,
known as AQAP. —AFP

Laptop, tablet bans on flights: What we know

Far-right presidential candidate Marine Le Pen has
won over voters in many parts of France, and on
the southern Riviera coast there is little doubt in

many minds that she can become president in May. The
48-year-old daughter of the National Front’s pugna-
cious founder Jean-Marie Le Pen has surged to the top
of the poll ratings since conservative Francois Fillon lost
his frontrunner status in a morass of scandals.  “This
time it’s for real, we’re going to win. We’ve had Brexit,
Donald Trump was elected and Francois Fillon has had
his scandals... the planets are lining up,” said Florent
Erard, 27, head of the FN’s youth wing in the Var, the
region between the cities of Marseille and Nice.

The Var is the FN’s heartland-the party scored
nearly 45 percent here in the 2015 regional elections,
compared with 28 percent in the rest of the country.
In towns like Saint-Raphael, between the palm trees,
yachts and glasses of rose wine, Le Pen is preaching
to the converted. The biggest threat to her taking her
anti-immigration and anti-European Union message
to the Elysee Palace now appears to be Emmanuel
Macron, the 39-year-old former investment banker
who is pitching to the centre ground.  Polls that cur-
rently show the centrist Macron would beat her in
the May 7 runoff vote are hotly disputed by Le Pen’s
supporters.

“Macron has no chance. The French people know
where he comes from-he’s the candidate of the world
of finance while Marine is the people’s choice,” said
Jean-Marc Micallef, 55, in his business suit and tie. He
and other supporters gathered last week for a cam-
paign rally in Saint-Raphael, where Le Pen was treated
as the president-in-waiting. The FN’s traditional rallying
cry of “This is our land” rang out in a hall awash with
red, white and blue French flags. Apart from the hard-
core of her supporters, others had come out of curiosi-
ty many disillusioned by both the rightwing opposi-
tion and the Socialist government.

‘Can’t be worse’
“The FN has never governed (nationally), we don’t

know what it’s going to produce. Perhaps it won’t be
better but it can’t be worse than what we’ve got now,”
a 45-year-old man who gave his name as Philippe said.
Betty, an energetic 68-year-old red-head, said she used
to back conservative former president Nicolas Sarkozy,
who is still dogged by legal cases five years after leav-
ing office. “I am disgusted by politics. What else is
there, apart from Marine? I’m a Gaul,” she said, using
the nickname of those who consider themselves to be
“native French” rather than descendants of more recent
waves of immigration.  Betty was keen to stress that
she is no extremist.

“I’m a moderate,” she said. “Look around you, there
are no skinheads here, just people from all walks of
life.” Le Pen has gone to great lengths to eliminate the
openly racist and anti-Semitic fringe of her party,
although critics point out that her remarks attacking
Islam still receive the loudest cheers at her rallies.  “The
FN electorate today is far more open than a few years
ago,” insisted Frederic Boccaletti, the FN’s head in the
Var. “There are manual workers, office workers and
people who have had trouble in their lives, but there
are also professionals and heads of companies.”

‘We just want equality’  
The FN’s popularity in the south of France has its

roots in the party’s beginnings in the early 1970s as a
refuge for paramilitaries who opposed Algeria’s inde-
pendence from France, granted a decade earlier. When
they left Algeria, many made their home in southern
France.  They found a common cause with apologists
for the wartime Vichy regime’s collaboration with Nazi
Germany and ultra-conservative Catholics.  At the pic-
turesque port of Brusc, Le Pen had come to shake the
hands of the market traders, and her pledges to cut
taxes she says penalize small businesses received a
warm welcome.

Yoan Jenais, a 19-year-old who runs a clothing stall,
was delighted to have shaken hands with the candi-
date. He said he was Le Pen’s kind of voter. “I didn’t
have a job so I have just set up my own company,” he
said. “But with all the taxes we have to pay, we can’t
keep the money we earn. It goes to the state.” And he
was not afraid to speak his mind. “I’m not racist, but
when I see our parents working like dogs only to end
up with nothing at the end of the month, while unem-
ployed Arabs are walking around with iPhones... We
don’t want to be better than other people, we just
want equality.” —AFP

Le Pen finds a
fertile ground 
in south France

By Alix Rijckaert

As the EU turns 60 amid a divorce from Britain and
other mid-life crises, the question is increasingly
not how it can bounce back, but how it can sur-

vive. Today’s European Union is the product of efforts led
by France and Germany in the wake of World War II to
bring peace to a continent that had seen centuries of war.
But the political and economic union ushered in by the
March 1957 Treaty of Rome that leaders will celebrate this
week is in many ways less united than ever. Divisions
abound over migration, populism and the economy, com-
bined with worries about its place in the world and life
after Brexit.

‘Holy Roman Empire’   
While the mantra of EU founding father Jean Monnet

was that Europe would be forged in crisis, fears are now
that it may be fatally weakened. “This mantra, you couldn’t
hear it any more during the last years in the Brussels bub-
ble,” said Stefan Lehne, visiting solar at Carnegie Europe.
“There is not just one big crisis but a multiplicity of very
severe and complicated challenges, and I think this
changes things,” Lehne said. Lehne said it was more likely
the EU would eventually cease to be in its current form,
becoming an “ever looser union” instead of an ever closer
one, as the EU’s treaties famously envisaged.

“I think sometimes of the Holy Roman Empire that con-

tinued to exist for hundreds of years after it had sort of
died politically,” he added. In Rome on Saturday, EU lead-
ers are set to endorse a “multispeed” Europe that allows
some countries to push ahead with cooperation while
others lag behind, but which some call a slow disintegra-
tion. After years of burying their heads in the sand,
European leaders have finally acknowledged they face an
existential crisis.

New European Parliament chief Antonio Tajani said this
week that the “European project has never seemed so far
away from the people as it does today”. But what makes
today’s crises different from those that the organization
formerly known as the European Economic Community
faced in its early years? In the 1960s there was the ‘empty
chair crisis’ when France under General de Gaulle blocked
decision making, and de Gaulle’s repeated ‘non’ to Britain
joining. Then the oil crisis in the 1970s and repeated refer-
endums on the treaties all posed major challenges.

Still, Europe managed to emerge triumphant from the
Cold War and then rapidly expanded in the early 2000s. It
has also pushed through with major projects like the euro
and the Schengen passport-free area-but increasingly ten-
sions over these big achievements are what is driving the
EU apart. “The crises we face today fundamentally call into
question the point of the European project,” said Frederic
Allemand of Luxembourg University. “Clearly peace is still
the frontispiece, but apart from that, what kind of social
and economic model do we want in Europe?”

‘Muddling through’  
The last decade has in particular brought one setback after

another. Following the 2007-8 financial crisis, growth has
remained sluggish and unemployment high. The euro-zone
debt crisis almost forced Greece out and German-led austerity
has caused a legacy of bitterness. Europe has also failed to
halt the carnage in Syria and the conflict in Ukraine, both
sources of tension with Russia, while a series of Islamist terror
attacks have transformed the security environment.

A wave of 1.4 million asylum seekers in 2015 and 2016,
largely sparked by the Syria war, has meanwhile shattered the
EU’s facade of solidarity as Eastern Europe blamed Germany’s
open-door policy for the influx. “Never before have I seen
such fragmentation and also such little convergence in our
union,” European Commission chief Jean-Claude Juncker said
last year. Many in Brussels hope that unity in the face of Brexit
negotiations, and clarity after key elections in France and
Germany, will help to focus minds by the end of 2017.

But they are already divided over what comes next. Some
want to push ahead with defense, especially amid insecurity
over new US President Donald Trump’s commitment, or the
economy, while others in the former Soviet east want to ease
off on integration. But most will still want to keep the
advances that the last 60 years have brought, said Hendrik
Vos, a professor at the University of Ghent. “It is not the most
efficient and not the most beautiful way to escape from a
swamp-but you can escape a swamp by muddling through
and that’s the way the EU operates,” he said. —AFP

Is there life after 60 for the EU?

By Thibauld Malterre

LONDON: A combination of pictures shows a pair of male ducks as they fight in Downing Street in central London yesterday before British Prime Minister
Theresa May left to attend Prime Minister’s Questions (PMQs). Britain said it will begin leaving the European Union on March 29, setting an historic and
uncharted course to become the first country to withdraw from the bloc. —AFP


